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Abstract
Assuming high temperature and taking subleading temperature
dependence into account, gauge dependence of one-loop electron dis-
persion relation is investigated in massless QED at zero chemical po-
tential. The analysis is carried out using a general covariant gauge.
It is proved that the high-momentum limit of the dispersion relation
is gauge independent. It is also shown that the eective mass is not
influenced by the leading temperature dependence of the gauge de-
pendent part of the self-energy. As a result the eective mass, which
is of order eT , does not receive a correction of order e2T from one




It is well-known that the dispersion relation of relativistic electrons in mate-
rial medium is markedly different from that in vacuum, a fact which makes
the study of the former interesting and important. The required calcula-
tion is performed within the framework of statistical quantum field theory
(SQFT), also known as finite-temperature field theory. In order to deduce
the dispersion relation analytically, it is useful to assume the temperature
T to be high. It is then found that while the part of the one-loop electron
self-energy (the self-energy being the field-theoretic input to the dispersion
relation) leading in T goes like T 2 and is gauge independent, the gauge de-
pendent part goes like T . This shows that the one-loop dispersion relation
is gauge independent to leading order in T [1] .
A somewhat similar situation occurs for the one-loop self-energy of neutri-
nos in material medium, which is gauge independent at O(1=M2W ) but gauge
dependent when the O(1=M4W ) terms are included. However, it has been
shown [2] that the one-loop dispersion relation following from the latter is
still independent of the gauge parameter. This raises the possibility that the
gauge dependence of the part of the one-loop electron self-energy subleading
in T may also not show up in the one-loop dispersion relation. This possibil-
ity is explored in the present paper in two different limiting cases. We show
that this indeed happens in the high-momentum limit of the dispersion rela-
tion. In the zero-momentum limit we find that the gauge dependence of the
part of the self-energy going like T does not contribute to the effective mass.
This leads to the gauge independent result that the effective mass, known
to be of O(eT ) to leading order in T [1], receives no O(e2T ) correction from
one loop.
We consider the electrons to be massless in vacuum (which is true in the
phase of restored chiral symmetry, and a good approximation when T is much
larger than the electron mass), and the chemical potential of the background
medium to be zero. Our calculation makes use of the real-time formulation
of SQFT.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, the general form of
the fermionic dispersion relation is reviewed. In Sec. 3, we arrive at the
expression for the one-loop electron self-energy in a general covariant gauge.
Gauge independence of the high-momentum limit of the one-loop dispersion
relation is proved in Sec. 4, while gauge independence of the one-loop effective
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mass is discussed in Sec. 5. Appendices A and C contain some details of the
calculations, and Appendix B contains a derivation of the formula for the
effective mass.
2 General Form of Fermionic Dispersion Re-
lation
The material in this section has been covered in Ref. [1] . It is reviewed here
for completeness, and for setting up the notation.
The self-energy of a fermion of four-momentum Kµ has the general form
Σ(K) = −aK=− bu= (1)
in a medium with four-velocity uµ. Here a and b are Lorentz-invariant func-
tions of the two Lorentz scalars
!  K:u (2)
k  [(K:u)2 −K2] 12 (3)
! and k are the Lorentz-invariant energy and three-momentum respectively,
which satisfy
K2 = !2 − k2 (4)
The full propagator is
S(K) = [K=− Σ(K)]−1 (5)
The dispersion relation is the !-k relation which produces a pole in S(K),
and is found to be
! = k − b
1 + a
(6)
3 One-Loop Electron Self-Energy in a Gen-
eral Covariant Gauge
The one-loop electron self-energy in real-time SQFT, as obtained from the





µS(p + K)γν (7)
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+ 2i(p2)fF (p)] (8)
fF (p) = [e
jp.uj/T + 1]−1 (9)
and the free photon propagator in a general covariant gauge is given by [3]
Dµν(p) = DµνFG(p) + D
µν
ξ (p) (10)












jp.uj/T − 1]−1 (13)
Here  is the gauge parameter and FG denotes the Feynman gauge ( = 0).
Since the calculation will be performed in the rest-frame of the medium, in
the rest of this paper we shall set p:u = p0 in (9) and (13).
Let us write
Σ = Σ(T = 0) + Σ0 (14)
Σ0 = Σ0FG + Σ
0
ξ (15)
At high T , Σ(T = 0) is negligible compared to Σ0 and will not be considered
here [4]. Also, we will consider only the dispersive part of Σ0, which will be
denoted by ReΣ0. This is the part which satisfies γ0(ReΣ0)yγ0 = ReΣ0.
Putting the expressions for the fermion and the photon propagators in









and follow the manipulations of Ref.[1] (described in Appendix A for com-






(p= + K= )fB(p) + p=fF (p)


































p0(2p:K + K2 + i)
(20)
The above expressions are the same as those in Ref.[1] except that we have
carefully incorporated the i, which will be needed for the calculations in
Appendix C.
4 Gauge Independence of High-Momentum
Dispersion Relation at One Loop









[−!Tr(K= ReΣ0) + (!2 − k2)Tr(u=ReΣ0)] (22)
The dispersion relation is obtained by putting a,b in (6). Such a relation
implicitly determines ! as a function of k. At high k, the explicit form of
this function is expected to be
! = k + e2f1(k; T ) + e
4f2(k; T ) +    (23)
since the finite-temperature effects are then small and one should have an
expansion in e2 around the vacuum dispersion relation ! = k. An expansion
in e2 clearly satisfies (6), because in (21) and (22) Σ0 is an expansion in e2.
For example, retaining only the terms with leading T -dependence in a and
b, the following high-momentum one-loop dispersion relation was obtained
in Ref.[1]









+    (24)
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where M2 = e2T 2=8. This clearly shows that the expansion is valid for
k >> M . As shown in Ref.[1] and as we shall see in Sec.5, M is the effective
electron mass and can be considered a measure of finite-temperature effects.
(24) is a special case of (23), which is the expected general form at large
momentum even when the terms subleading in T are kept.
Let us now rewrite the dispersion relation (6) as
f  (! − k)(1 + a) + b = 0 (25)
f = fFG + fξ (26)
fFG = (! − k)(1 + aFG) + bFG (27)
fξ = (! − k)aξ + bξ (28)
Let fFG = 0 have the explicit solution
! = k + e2f1(k; T ) (29)
at one-loop (retaining upto O(e2) in (23)). To prove that (29) is gauge
independent, we have to show that (29) also satisfies (25). It suffices to
show that, at (29), fξ = O(e
4) because this is of the order of a two-loop
contribution to f [5].
Since aξ = O(e
2), the first term in (28) is O(e4) at (29). Next using (18),
(19) and (20), one readily sees that K2 factors out from the expression for
Tr(K= ReΣ0ξ). Therefore in view of (4), one can write from (22) that
bξ = e
2(! − k)(function of !; k) (30)
Thus the second term in (28) is also O(e4) at (29). This completes the proof.
5 Gauge Independence of Effective Mass at
One Loop








In the rest frame of the medium, the above limit translates to putting ~K = ~0
and K0 = M . A careful derivation of (31) in the present context is provided
in Appendix B.





(17), (19) and (20), we get










[(p0 + M)fB(p) + p0fF (p)](p
2)Re
1































In obtaining M2ξ(I), we have combined the contribution to M
2 from ReΣ0ξ,F
with a part of the contribution from ReΣ0ξ,B using the identity
fB(p)− fF (p) = 2fB(2p) (36)
To facilitate differentiation, we write fB(p) in the form
fB(p) = (p0)
1
eβp0 − 1 + (−p0)
1




= −[(p0)− (−p0)] e
βp0




Let us now investigate the high-T behaviour of (33), (34) and (35). Fol-
lowing Ref.[1], this behaviour can be inferred from the degree of UV (ultra-
violet) divergence of the integral in each expression in the absence of the
cut-off of O(T ) provided by fB or fF or the e
βp0=(eβp0 − 1)2 part of the first
term in dfB=dp0. However there is a constraint that each expression is an
even function of M (this can be seen by changing p0 to −p0 together with
the change M ! −M). These considerations, plus dimensional analysis,
tell us that at high T , (33) goes like T 2, (34) like M2(ln jT=M j)n (n being
7
a positive integer) and (35) like M2 (the (p0)(p
2) term contributes only
at the infrared and should not affect the high-T behaviour). Since after T 2,
the next allowed term in (33) is M2(ln jT=M j)n′ (n0 a positive integer), the



















where c1,c2,c3 are constants, and we have dropped the modulus of the argu-
ments of the logarithms as T=M is actually positive. Terms independent of
T have been neglected on the RHS of (39).
In principle there could be further constraints ruling out some term(s) in
(39), but a detailed calculation, described in Appendix C, reveals that all
these terms are indeed present and that n = 1 = n0. Thus we actually have

















The detailed calculation may also be viewed as a check on the argument
involving the degree of UV divergence mentioned before.
The first important observation from (40) is that M2 = e2T 2=8 to leading
order in T , which is a well-known result [1]. Now, the gauge dependent part
of ReΣ0 goes like T [1] (since both (19) and (20) would diverge linearly if
there were no distribution functions). Therefore in view of (31), one would
expect an e2MT term in (40). The absence of such a term shows that the
part of ReΣ0ξ leading in T does not contribute to M .




+ cMT ) (41)
where c is a constant. To leading order in T , the second term on the RHS is
negligible, so that M = O(eT ). This can now be used as an approximation




[1 + O(e)] (42)
showing that there is a correction of O(e2T ) to M (this conclusion can also
be arrived at by solving (41) for M). So the absence of the e2MT term means
that there is no such correction in any covariant gauge.
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Finally, (40) shows that only the subleading ln T dependence of ReΣ0ξ
contributes to M . Using the leading order result M = O(eT ) as before
to approximate the remaining terms on the RHS of (40) we infer that the
-dependence in (40) is O(e4(ln e)T 2). As one certainly expects O(e4T 2)
contribution to (40) from two loops, it is possible that the -dependence
which we have obtained will be canceled by the two-loop contribution. But
it seems that this issue can be decided only by an actual two-loop calculation.
It is however clear that an e2MT term, being of O(e3T 2), was less likely
to be canceled by two-loop contribution. This shows the significance of the
absence of such a term.
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APPENDIX
A Calculation of One-Loop Electron Self-
Energy
In this appendix, we present the details of the manipulations leading to the
equations (17)-(20).
To obtain ReΣ0FG, one has to put (8) and (11) in the expression (7) for
the self-energy, and consider the relevant terms. Now change p to −p − K
in the fF -containing term for convenience. Finally setting p
2 = 0, as allowed
by (p2), yields (17).
Putting (8) and (12) in (7), one arrives at ReΣ0ξ. It contains an fF -
containing part and an fB-containing part, as indicated in (18). In ReΣ
0
ξ,F ,
changing p to −p−K and then setting p2 = 0 (allowed by the delta function)
















The p= term, being odd, drops out on integration. Then carrying out partial
integration over p0, the surface term also drops out because of the exponential
suppression due to fB(p) at the two limits. Finally setting p
2 = 0, we obtain
(20).
B Formula for the Effective Mass
In this appendix, we prove the formula (31) for the effective mass.
The traces Tr(K= ReΣ0) and Tr(u=ReΣ0) are functions of ! and k. The
expressions for them are obtained from (17),(19) and (20). First of all we
show that these traces are both even functions of k. In the rest-frame of the
medium, k = j ~Kj, and ~K can occur in the expressions for the traces only
through ~K:~p and ~K2. Odd power of k can come from ~K:~p = kj~pjcos where
 is the angle between ~K and ~p. This is also the only place where  occurs
in the integrand. So changing  to  −  together with the change k ! −k,
we establish the even nature as a function of k.
For small k, therefore, we can write
1
4
Tr(K= ReΣ0) = h0 + h1k2 + h2k4 +    (44)
1
4
Tr(u=ReΣ0) = g0 + g1k2 + g2k4 +    (45)
where hi and gi are functions of !. Through (21) and (22), the above expres-






4 +   )+ (!
k
− 1)(g0 + g1k2 + g2k4 +   ) = 0 (46)
Now for small k, ! is related to k by
! = M + !1k + !2k
2 + !3k
3 +    (47)
where M and !i are constants. hi and gi can also be expanded in k by first
doing a Taylor expansion of them around ! = M as functions of !, and then
putting (47). This gives





and a similar equation for gi. Putting (47) and (48) in (46) results in a series
in powers of k alone on the LHS. Equating the coefficient of 1=k to zero, we
get
h0(M) = Mg0(M) (49)
Equating the constant term to zero, we obtain
M − !1[h00(M)−Mg00(M)− g0(M)]− g0(M) = 0 (50)
Differentiation of (49) with respect to M and use of it in (50) leads us to
M = g0(M) (51)
Using (51) in (49), we finally arrive at
M2 = h0(M) (52)
This is the formula (31). One can alternatively use (51) as the formula for
the effective mass and end up with the same results.
C Equation for the Effective Mass at High
Temperature
In this appendix we arrive at the equation (40) for the effective mass at high
T by explicit calculation of the expressions (33), (34) and (35).
We begin with M2FG, given by (33). After the p0 integration is carried
out, the integrand is a function of j~pj alone. Then integrating over the angles
trivially, we are left with a one-dimensional integral. On rearrangement and














p2 −M2 − i (53)
Here and elsewhere in this appendix, fF (p) and fB(p) denote (9) and (13)
with jp:uj replaced by p. Now the first part of (53) can be evaluated exactly





























x2 − (M=T )2 (57)
Here Pr denotes the principal value. The functional dependence of I on T=M







Note that this logarithmic behaviour is in accord with the UV behaviour of












neglecting terms independent of T .
Next we turn to M2ξ(I), given by (34). Integrating over p0 and the angles,
















(p2 −M2 − i)2 (60)
While the first part again involves (56), the second part, being ill-defined, is













p2 − 2 − i (61)
The integral on the RHS of (61) is similar to I in (56) and equals −1
2
ln(T=)
for high T . So the second part of (60) equals −e2M2=162 which can be
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Finally we calculate M2ξ(II), given by (35). For convenience, we shall
separately consider the two parts of it which correspond to the two parts in








(eβp0 − 1)2 (p
2)Re
1


























p2 −M 02 (65)
where M 0 = M=2. Converting J into a function of T=M 0 alone (as we did
in the case of I in (57)), the functional dependence was found out for large
T=M 0 using a computer, which gave J  −1
2
. This constancy again agrees
with the expectation from the argument involving the UV behaviour. Thus
(63) equals e2M2=162 and can be neglected.
The integral J can also be evaluated by a method involving regularization.









ep/T − 1) (66)
to partially integrate over p in (65). The surface term drops out, and we find










p2 − 2 − i (67)
on using the regularization employed in (61). Then using our knowledge of
I (as was done just below(61)), we obtain J  −1
2
at large T .
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During the p0 integration, one has a choice between using (p
2) and using
(p0) to pick out the contributing p0 value(s). If we choose to use (p
2), we
can show in a straightforward way that (68)equals zero on doing the integral
completely. If on the other hand we choose to use (p0), the same result is














+ constant + O(p0) (69)
for p0 ! 0. Since the product of (p0)(p2) with the first term on the RHS
of (69) is odd in p0, it does not contribute to (68) on integrating over p0.
Only the constant part of (69) survives and it gives zero after one performs
the rest of the integration.
We conclude that M2ξ(II) can be ignored at high T . Therefore in this limit,
M2 receives contribution from (59) and (62), thereby leading us to (40).
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